Electronic peer-to-peer global payment system
powered by Binance Smart Chain.
BNB to number 1 on Coinmarketcap!
BNB leads, DogeBNB follows.

Dogepaper

1. Disclaimer
By using DogeBNB coin, website, or the ecosystem, you accept the risks
associated with the crypto, transactions, and private keys. You accept the
following and any other risks related to the DogeBNB token:
Cryptocurrencies are high-risk investments and highly volatile. Cryptocurrency may become
even worthless. From the time of purchasing DogeBNB til the time you get the cryptocurrency
delivered to your wallet, the DogeBNB value can be higher or lower than at the time of
purchase. You are aware of these risks, and agree that the DogeBNB foundation is not
committed to repurchasing DogeBNB tokens from you;
Before you invest, make your own research. If you have concerns please ask your financial
advisor.
Cryptocurrency transaction is irreversible. If you make a mistake sending DogeBNB to the
wrong address or using the wrong network deposit address, you funds will be lost.
All the information published on dogebnb.org website is provided for educational purposes,
and does not include investment advice. DogeBNB foundation disclaims all responsibility,
direct or indirect loss, or damage from the use of website information.
If you lose your private keys we can’t help you to recover your funds. You are aware of the risks
associated with private keys. You agree that if you lose your private keys the funds will be lost.

2.Token Info

Name

:

DogeBNB

Symbol

:

DogeBNB

Blockchain

:

Binance Smart Chain

Max supply

:

10 Trillion

Sold via IDO

:

70% - 100BNB

Transaction speed

:

Up to 10 sec

Transaction cost

:

0,1- 0,2 USD

Transactions

:

Global

3. Tokenomics & Fundraising

Let's take BNB
to number 1
on Coinmarketcap!
BNB leads, DogeBNB follows.
Total Coins

1 Quadrillion

100 %

Publicly Sold - 100BNB

700 Trillions

70%

Team

100 Trillions

10%

Liquidity

50 Trillions

5%

BSC Projects Airdrops

50 Trillions

5%

Marketing

50 Trillions

5%

Foundation

50 Trillions

5%

Locked

Time

Distributed

60%

5 Years

Monthly

50%

3 Years

Monthly

Join DogeBNB IDO on Julpad

